Abstract—Super-peer network is a type of peer-to-peer networks. In a super-peer network, a super-peer is a peer that has more ability than other peers have and is responsible for some of the tasks of network management. Since different peers vary in terms of capability, selecting a super-peer is a challenge problem. Gradient topology is a type of super-peer networks. Because of the dynamism of peers, adaptive methods are important for managing gradient topology. A problem of the existing management algorithms of gradient topology is that they are not sensitive to joining and leaving the peers. This problem becomes more challenging when a malicious peer frequently joins and leaves the network. The proposed algorithm being sensitive to removal of super peers, using learning automata, selects the new super-peers in an adaptive manner. According to the simulation results, the proposed algorithm can compete with the existing algorithms.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In peer-to-peer networks, all peers have equal responsibilities. This means that, each peer acts as a client and also as a server at the same time [1]. Super-peer network is a type of the peer-to-peer networks. In a super-peer based network, a super-peer is a peer that has more ability than other peers have and is responsible for some of the tasks of network management [2]-[3]. Using super peer based networks has many advantages such as Scalability, load balancing, and also improving performance of the network. Therefore, super peer selection leads to a challenging problem [4]-[6]. There are four ways to select the super peer, such as selecting the super peers in a simple method [7-9], selecting the super peers based on group [5, 10-12], selecting the super peers based on Distributed Hash Table [13-15], and adaptive selection of super peers [16-25]. Many researches have been done on the selection of super peer. However, because of the dynamism of these networks' adaptive methods are more appropriate than non-adaptive methods. In the comparative method of selecting super peers, has been steadily tried to select appropriate super peers. In this method, selection of super peers is done according to criteria of peers’ utility such as session time, storage space, processing power, bandwidth, and capacity of peer, and workload [20].

The criteria of becoming a super peer in [16] are the capacity of the peer, in a way that the ratio of super peers comparing the clients remains constant. The appropriate number of super peer is calculated based on the estimation of network characteristics. The criteria of becoming a super peer in [17, 18] are the capacity of the peer, in a way that the capacity of super peers must be greater or equal to all clients, so that the goal of SG-1 on the number of the super peers to be equal is fulfilled. In this algorithm, it is assumed that the capacity of peer is fixed and does not change. The algorithm for maintaining the characteristics of the system is based on the gossip model. The criteria of becoming a super peer in [19] are the capacity of peer and distance. SG-2 creates an overlay network with a few super peers in comparison with the size of the network that resists in face with the removal of a large number of peers. However, due to exchange of messages and selection of super peers, it takes a long time for the convergence to reach the high levels of super peer’s capacity. In [20], making the firm overlay model is presented in line with peer-to-peer networks, which are based on super peers. This protocol has characteristics such as self-organizing, resiliency and consistency facing with Churn and fast and spontaneous accesses the high levels of capacity utilization in that unit. The capacity of a super peer is related to the number of peers that is able to support. Myconet super peers can be in different modes depending on the number of peers that are attached to them. In [21], Super Peer Selection (PPT) algorithm has been proposed. In this algorithm, the gossip model has been used to exchange peer information. In this algorithm, each peer with the help of gossip model periodically makes its own set of candidate super peers. Super peers are selected based on their capacity and the peer with the most capacity will be selected as the super peer candidate. Including adaptive super peer selection procedures in peer-to-peer networks, which are super peer based such as DLM [16], SG-1 [17, 18], SG-2 [19], Myconet [20], SPS [21], Jan Sacha algorithm [22,23] that is presented for Gradient Topology management and in this paper is expressed under the name of GT algorithm. In GT algorithm, a criterial called utility is used to select the super peers [22, 23]. The criteria of peers’ utility are determined according to the particular application. Peers
with high utility locate in the center topology, while peers with low utility locate with gradually in the around the center. Selecting neighborhood in Gradient Topology is random also based on the utility of the peer. Recently Gradient Topology comparing to other mentioned adaptive methods has been used in many applications [30-33].

GT algorithm, which has been used to manage the gradient topology, is not sensitive to joining and leaving the peers. This problem becomes more challenging when a malicious peer frequently joins and leaves the network. In this paper, the proposed algorithm is sensitive to the removal of super peers and uses learning automata in order to select the super-peers in an adaptive manner. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2, an overview of learning automata that is used as the main learning strategy in the proposed algorithm, Section 3 states the problem, the proposed algorithm in Section 4, Section 5 Simulation results and in Section 6, the Conclusion is expressed.

II. THEORY OF LEARNING AUTOMATA

Learning automata [26-28], is a machine that can learn appropriate action from a finite set of actions in an unknown environment. The environment evaluates the selected action. The outcome of evaluation is given to the automata in a environment. The environment evaluates the selected action.

The goal of the learning automaton is to learn to choose the best action from its own actions. The best action is the one that maximizes the probability of receiving a reward signal from the environment.

\[
P_i(n+1) = P_i(n) + a.(1- \beta(n)).(1-P_i(n)) - a.\beta(n).P_i(n)
\]

Based on the values of a and b three modes can be considered, When a and b are equal, the algorithm is called L-RP. When b is much smaller than a, the algorithm is called L-RP and when b is equal to zero the algorithm is called L-RP. In the recent years, learning automata have been used in different applications such as Peer-to-Peer networks, Petri-net, Social networks, memetic computing, and Bayesian Optimization to mention a few [36]-[42].

III. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

GT algorithm in Gradient Topology is not sensitive to removing super peers and there is no mechanism to consider it, in order to select new super peers, for this reason, for periodical selection of super peers, calculate adaptive threshold of selecting super peer. In GT algorithm that selection of super peers is done with two thresholds, the high threshold is shown by \( t_h \) and the low threshold is shown by \( t_l \). The distance between the two thresholds is shown by \( \Delta \), whose value is obtained from equation 5. Selection of super peer using two thresholds is shown in Figure 2.

\[
\Delta = t_h - t_l
\]

In GT algorithm, threshold is computed in an adaptive way. If threshold is computed adaptively, peers must periodically perform some calculations. This calculation increases the network overhead. The overhead caused by network characteristics gossiping algorithm and estimation of super peer selection threshold. Each peer to become super peer in each period compares its utility with estimated threshold, which is a very costly. The algorithm for calculating adaptive threshold finally will cause the increase or decrease of super peer selection threshold, a change that will affect the distance between the two thresholds, i.e. \( \Delta \). If the distance of \( \Delta \) increases, the error in the selection of appropriate super peer also increases [23]. If the selection of super peer is fixed threshold, the network cannot adapt the number of super peers with the current needs and holds the capacity of super peers in
maximum. Also in GT algorithm, super peer selection is only based on utility. In addition, peer stability to select it as super peer, is not considered and network is not sensitive to super peer deletion. This problem becomes more challenging when a malicious peer frequently joins and leaves the network.

IV. THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM

Initially, the network topology and data structure is described, the proposed algorithm is explained.

- Network has been created based on Gradient Topology with two thresholds and just in the first round, the thresholds are estimated adaptively based on [22, 23], after the first round, instead of recalculating the adaptive threshold, the primary adaptive thresholds remain fixed.
- The utility of each peer has been considered according to its capacity. In addition, for peers P, utility U(p) is equal to C(p), the number of clients that give service to them.
- It is assumed that the capacity of each peer is unique i.e. U(p) ≠ U(q).
- We consider the relationship between all neighboring symmetric in a way that each peer discriminates between his own link and the link of its neighbors.
- The entry and exit rate of peers are the same in a way that the size of the network, N, remains constant.
- All peers which are in society of super peers, have a learning automata with variable actions of [28] operates with r act of {α1, α2,….,αr}. r is the numbers of neighboring super peers, which are located at a distance of Δ, are corresponding to the learning automata. Note that, in this algorithm, the learning algorithm of the learning automata is LRP and the model of environment is s.
- pvector vector, is the vector of probability vector of selection probability of learning automata function where p is the a-th probability of function selection or the i-th probability of neighboring selection as a super peer.
- Each super peer in its neighboring table keeps the number of attached super peers, the number of connected clients also the probability vector of learning automata.

The steps of the proposed algorithm LAGT.1 is as follows:

Step 1. Each super peer periodically sends a Hello Packet to its neighbors in the community of super peers, γ, and receives acknowledge response from its neighbor, γ'. If log γ'/γ is more than γ”, this means that it did not receive any response from half of its super peer neighbors and predicts that some of the super peers be deleted.

Step 2. specifies the amount of Mt, i.e. the current number of super peers in the network. To do this, each super peer collects the data of its neighboring super peer and estimates the rate of number of current super peer. Aggregation algorithm [35], in the community of super peers can achieve this goal. Aggregation algorithm acts based on periodic gossip.

Step 3. The number of optimization topology super peer can estimate the amount of deviation of the super peer’s number of current topology using the following formula.

$$\mu_p = \log(M_t/M^*_t)$$

$$M^*_t = Q.N$$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Parameters of super peer topology</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The current number of super peers in network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimization number of super peers in network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Favorable rate of super peer in system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network size</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Step 4. If μp, has a negative amount, it means that the number of super peers in network is low and some super peers should be chosen.

Step 5. Each super peer detects its neighbors that are in the interval Δ.

Step 6. Corresponding automata to each super peer, makes the initial value of function selection probability vector equal to p_i = \frac{1}{r}.

Step 7. learning automata of each super peer (p) using pvector vector, randomly selects one of its neighbors (q) and as shown in formula 7, calculate the response of the environment i.e. B related to the selective neighboring.

$$B = \frac{1}{(C(p) - C(q))}$$

The more the amount of calculated B is closer to one, it will be rewarded and its selection probability vector will increase.

Step 8. Corresponding automata to super peer, again reviews the probability of its neighbors’ selection from Δ to become super peer. This step is repeated until one of the neighbors is chosen at the previous replication θ.

Step 9. The peer, which is chosen at the previous replication θ, will be selected as super peer. This replication causes to select a peer as the super peer, which has long been in the neighborhood of previous super peer and after the selection, with high probability, for a longer time stays in the community of super peers. In other words, the peer will be selected that is more stable in network.

Step 10. The amount of deviation of the current super peers’ number is estimated from the number of optimal topology super peer using 7 formula.

Step 11. If μp, has a negative amount, this means that the number of super peers in network is low and some super peers should be re-selected.
Step 12. The new selected super peer keeps its relation with the super peer that has previously been its client and starts to accept client.

Step 13. If $\mu_p$ has a positive amount, this means that the number of super peers is high, so the super peer must be removed.

Step 14. To remove the super peer, each super peer, compares its capacity with its super peer neighbors so to decide for deletion and remove the super peer that has less capacity.

Step 15. In order to change the role of the super peer to client, the mentioned super peer cuts all its connections with its clients and will be the client of super peers, which has been connected to them.

Step 16. Each super peer estimates the amount of deviation of super peers’ current capacity from the optimal amount of super peers’ capacity using formula 8.

$$C_c(t) = C_t - C^*_t$$

(8)

In the above equation, $C_t$ represents the capacity of super peers and $C^*_t$ represents the optimal capacity of super peers. Since the threshold are considered based on the client, super peers’ optimal capacity and current capacity is obtained by the following equations.

$$C^*_t = N - M^*_t$$

(9)

$$C_t = N - M_t$$

(10)

Step 17. If $C_c(t)$ has a negative amount, this means that the capacity of super peers has decreased, hence the new super peer should be selected.

Step 18. While if $C_c(t)$ has a positive amount, this means that the capacity of super peers has increased and some of the super peers must be degraded.

The algorithm presented in Figure 3, is performed in each super peer.

```
while (TRUE)
{
    if super-peer
        Hello Packet to neighbor & wait to receive Acknowledge;
        if receive Acknowledge $> \gamma^*$
            calculate $\mu_p = \log(M_t / M^*_t)$;
            if $\mu_p < 0$
                Loop1:
                
                    $r = $ Find out neighbors of super-peer just in $\Delta$;
                    $P_{new} = $ Create probabilities vector ($r$);

        if $\mu_p > 0$ or $C_c(t) > 0$
            Go to Loop1:
        else
            if $\mu_p < 0$ or $C_c(t) < 0$
                delete super peer with lowest capacity

    else
        Become super peer();
        Update LAP by EQ (4);
        select neighbor from $P_{new}$;
        compute $\beta$;
        delete super peer with lowest capacity

    $C_t(t) = C^*_t - C_t$;  
    $r = $ Find out neighbors of super-peer just in $\Delta$;
    $P_{new} = $ Create probabilities vector ($r$);
}
```

Figure 3: LAGT.1 Proposed algorithm

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

In order to stimulate the proposed super peer selection algorithm, the PeerSim [34] stimulation is used. The proposed algorithm of LAGT.1 is compared with the two algorithms of SG-1 and GT [22, 23]. Table 2 summarizes the simulation assumptions with their initial values.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2. Simulation parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The maximum number of peer in networks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum number of neighbors of each peer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Churn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The simulation time is equal to 30 time rounds. Each round is equal to a second. Each test is performed for several times and the mean number is calculated.

- **Experiment 1:**
  In this experiment, it will be examined that if some percent of super peers are removed and the maximum capacity of super peers is decreased, how many rounds it takes until each algorithm reach to the maximum capacity of super peers. In this experiment, the threshold is considered based on the client’s threshold. Results are studied for a case that the capacity of super peers is $36*10^4$ and we want it to be $43*10^4$, which is the maximum optimal capacity of super peers. In this experiment, the network has 10%, churn. At around 5, some percent of super peers will be removed and it will be checked that in which around the maximum capacity of super peers will be achieved. In algorithm SG-1, 25 rounds, in algorithms GT- clients, 13 rounds and in algorithm LAGT.1 is
6-7 rounds. The main reason for the less time of convergence in the proposed algorithm is the removal of gossip and reduction of calculation in the entire network, to estimate the threshold. As can be seen, the proposed algorithm has a linear trend chart but after around 5 that learning in algorithm has shown itself, slope of the curve decreases and more rapidly achieves the desired capacity. GT-Clients algorithm, due to the existence of churn and lack of attention to the stability of peer and selection of super peer only based on the utility, has worse performance than the proposed algorithm.

Figure 4. Convergence time to reach maximum capacity of super peers

- **Experiment 2:**
In this experiment, we have examined the robustness of the network, against the removal of 10%, 20% and 30% of super peers in Round 7. The results indicate the relationship between removal of a percentage of super peers with the number of clients that remain without the super peers and the number of rounds, which is required for selection of super peers in order to recover the network. In SG-1 algorithm, in every test with removal of super peers, more clients remain without super peer and it takes more number of rounds for the network to recover itself. After removing the super peers in round 7, for several rounds GT algorithm comparing to LAGT-1 have had a better performance. The reason is that the proposed algorithm is in the early learning capability, but LAGT-1 algorithm comparing to GT needs the number of rounds for selecting the appropriate super peers to recover the network. The results indicate that LAGT-1 have been more robust against removing a percentage of the super peers. In table 3, the relationship between the removals of a percentage of super peers with the required number of rounds to recover the network, is shown for three algorithms of SG-1, GT and LAGT-1.

Figure 6. Network robustness against removal of 20% of super peers

Figure 7. Network robustness against removal of 30% of super peers

Table 3. The maximum round for recovering the network for algorithms SG-1, GT and LAGT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Removing 10% of Super Peers</th>
<th>Removing 20% of Super Peers</th>
<th>Removing 30% of Super Peers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SG-1</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GT</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAGT-1</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **Experiment 3:**
In this experiment, we have examined the robustness of the network, against the frequently adding and removing 20% of random super peers as malicious peers. The results indicate that LAGT-1 have been more robust against malicious super peers.

Figure 5. Network robustness against removal of 10% of super peers

Table 4. The maximum round for recovering the network for algorithms SG-1, GT and LAGT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Number of R1</th>
<th>Number of R2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SG-1</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GT</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAGT-1</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VI. Conclusions

In this paper, an adaptive algorithm for managing gradient topology utilizing learning automata is proposed. The proposed algorithm unlike GT algorithm in Gradient Topology that is not sensitive to removing super peers, is the first algorithm that is sensitive to the removing super peers. According to the simulations, results show that the proposed algorithm compared to the SG-1 and GT, in case of removing a percentage of super peers, in less time reaches the maximum capacity of super peers and comparing to mentioned algorithms selects appropriate super peers faster to reconstruct the
network. Moreover, in fewer numbers of rounds reaches the desired maximum capacity and number of super peers.
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